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Board Approves Tuition Increase
Housing Rates Increased ·5%; Meal Plan Increased 6%
By Ruth L. Tisdale

Campus Editor
Unlike last year's tuition increase,
which did not see any other departmental increase, this year's increase is
accompanied by a five percent room
rate increase as well as a four percent
meal plan increase.
At the Board of Trustees meeting
last month, the University voted in
favor of the increases in order to cover
expected shortfalls in University fund-

ing and inflation costs.
inflationary trends and projected costs
Chief Financial Officer of the to maintain the Unive~sity's educationUniversity Henry Jackson said that the al standards and provide enhanceTuition Rates Advisory Committee ments, the Board of Trustees approved
(TRAC) in conjunction with the a seven percent tuition increase to parUniversities Business and Fiscal Affairs tially offset an estimated shortfall in
Division analyzed the current econom- funding for the upcoming year,"
ic environment, education costing Jackson explained.
trends and competitor institutions with
"Although modest, this increase
the objective of recommending a fair should allow the University to cover
and equitable rate for tuition and fees approximately 45 percent of the proto the President.
jected inflationary increases and pro"After a careful analysis of the gram enhancements in the areas of

scholarships and fellowships, campus
security, library reference materials
(on-line and hardcopy), student and
staff healthcnre costs, faculty salaries,
energy costs, dormitory and building
upgrades and maintenance, and information technology upgrades and maintenance cost," he said.
University officials characterized
the increases as 1nodest, but some stu-.. .
dent leaders see at least some of the
See TUITION page A5

New Car Service Zipping to a Lot Near You
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By Nakisha Williams

Editorials and Perspectives
Editor
While the Metro system,
University shuttle system and
a person's own two feet are
all ways to get around cam-

pus and DC, there is nothing
like having a car to get from
point A to point B. Everyone
doesn't have the luxury of
having their own vehicle or
parking to keep their car safe.
For the wearied commuter,
there might be a solution.

Howard University is
putting students and faculty
into high gear with its newly
implemented partnership
with Zip Car Inc. ZipCar is an
emerging company that
makes new cars available for
short term use at rates from

of n1arketing sales at ZipCar.
"Ninety-eight percent of its
users are on college campuses."
The service was designed
to be a quick and convenient

By Jamila Whetts

Contributing Writer
Urban
communities
across the nation have fallen
victim to the new phenomenon
of gentrification.
Associate Professor of
Political Science Daryl Harris
said that the core of the city is
being
transformed
for
younger, higher income professionals.
"New luxury apartment
con1plexes and condominiums
are currently being built in
Columbia Heights and surrounding areas," Harris said.
"Many cities and their local
governments lure economically comfortable who are usually
single people back into metropolitan areas, forcing the existing families to move."
Harris added that the
minorities in the area have
been forced to move into different areas.
Senior Vice President for
Howard University Hassan
Minor said that the term "gentrification" simply n1eans the
influx into a con1munity of
higher income households,
usually as a result of some
form of revitalization within
the community where housing,
infrastructure, commercial
and other community amenities have been upgraded.
"Over the years, signs of
disinvestment in inner city
African American neighborhoods has been widespread,
with vacant and boarded houses, poor public services, unsafe
streets and marginal commercial establishments," Minor
said. "Citizens in these communities want the added value
that comes with revitalization,
and want to be able to enjoy
the renewal that comes with

See CARS page A5
See DISTRICT page A9

Elections Committee Gears Up

Bison Watch
Helps With
Security

By Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Natasha L. Williams

Hilltop Staff Writer
After heavy consideration
about new programs to
improve the safety of students
living in dormitories, members of Hall Councils have collaborated with the office of
Residence Life to form the
Bison Watch.
The Bison Watch is a new
security program with 60
members that include student
volunteers and residence
assistants who are supervised
by the co1nmunity director.
According to Dean of
Residence Life, Charles Gibbs,
members of Hall Councils
identified areas of concern
that they believed needed to be
addressed in terms of ways to
improve security in the dorms.
"We sat down and brain
stormed ideas and ways to
handle security issues in the
dorms," Gibbs said. "We want-

$7.50-$10.50 per hour with
maximum daily rates starting
at $50.00, depending on the
model of the car.
"ZipCar is an interesting
proposition for the university
person,"
said
Nancy
Rosenzweig, Vice President

High Prices
Force D.C.
Families Out

PIIOrO BY CHAD IIOUSTO'I

Bison Watch members patrol the residence halls to
search for propped open doors and other problems in
the dorms.

ed to be able to address prob- cious activity or danger. The
lems with the fire alarms, back members also make rounds
doors not being locked proper- late at night to patrol hallways
ly, suspicious behavior, etc."
and to make sure side doors
Gibbs said that in each are properly locked and
resident hall, there are mem- secured.
bers of the Bison Watch. These
"We wanted to provide a
members are responsible for
reporting any type of suspi- See BISON page A5

As candidates and students
gear up for this year's election
season, the General Assembly
Elections Committee prepares
to take on the challenge of
ensuring that the elections provide Howard students with the
confidence that their ballots will
be taken into account the first
tinle they vote.
"We aim to be dependent
and efficient this year,"
explained General Elections
chairwoman Shawntel Hebert.
"We want to make this as good
as possible for all candidates."
The main change that students will notice when making
their selections this year is the
implementation of an online
voting system. The new system
provides students with the convenience of logging onto the
website from any computer at
any time to choose their candidates.
Hebert believes that this
technology will help to eliininate
the possibility of double voting,
students using other people's

Violations and Fines

'----

-Any candidate found distributing
campaign materials prior to
approved dates will be fined 10
points per occurrence.

of the GAEC and the Office of
Central Scheduling will be fined 5
points per missing stamp per
flyer/poster.

-Any candidate contacting any
member of the GAEC staff, without the use of their campaign
manager will be fined 5 points per
occurrence.

-Any candidate exceeding the
time limit during a Speak Out will
be penalized 2 points per second
over the allotted time.

-Any candidate or campaign manager behaving disrespectfully
toward the GAEC staff will be
fined no less than 10 points not to
exceed 25 points.
-Any candidate failing to attend a
GAEC sponsored event without
notifying the GAEC Secretary in
writing 72 hours in advance will
be fined 20 points.

-No individual fine shall exceed
25 points.
-HUSA Candidates begin with
300 points
Undergraduate and Graduate
Trustee Candidates hegin with
200 points.
-Representatives of schools and
colleges and student council candidates begin with 100 points.

-In order to be listed on the ballot,
-Any candidate posting
flyers/posters without the approval

information to log on, and other
problems that have disturbed the
integrity of previous elections. For
example, students could have to
use their birth dates or social security numbers to gain access into

candidates must retain no less
than 5 points.

the system.
The Votenet systen1, which
totaled approximately $3,000 for
the General Assembly to purchase,
See ELECTIONS page A5
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University Loses Beloved Professor

EMPLOYEE

,.rf tJ1.itWEEK

By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Nicole Marie
Melton
Hilltop Staff Writer
The African artwork
that hangs on the wall of
Karen Nash, Admissions
Coordinator for the School
of Business, is just one of
the many ways she makes
her office feel more like
hon1e.
Nash, who began
working at Howard in
September of 1999 as the
Recruitment Coordinator
for
Enrollment
Management, enjoys being
not only an advisor, but
also a mother figure to
many students.
"I'm always wearing a
mama hat, even though
I'n1 not their mother,"
Nash said. "Students lmow
that if they're hungry, I've
got my 'stash.' They can
come here and lmow that
they will receive something."
In her current position, Nash is responsible
for working with an admissions committee in the
School of Business to select
prospective Howard students. Nash also recruits
for the Masters of Business
Administration progran1.
Nash sees herself as a general advisor for the students.
·'This is a very busy
office," Nash said. "I like
working with students and
I support our academic
advisors, so when they're
busy, students can come
and talk to me."
Another important
aspect of Nash's position is
traveling to high schools to
recruit students. Although
the traveling can create a
hectic schedule for Nash,
she feels strongly about
getting the word out about
the importance of a college
education.
"Every child should
have an opportunity for a
college degree," Nash said.
"Howard may not be the
right college for every
child, but I want to make
sure that kids feel good
about going to college."
Between advising students and traveling the
See NASH page A9

Students and faculty in the
School of Business are adjusting to life without Geraldine
Brooks-Harper,
Ph.D.,
a
beloved professor who recently
passed away at her home due to
natural causes. More touching
than her death is the amount of
respect and love the Howard
faculty, staff and students outpour. It is fitting that the most

popular word people use to
describe her essence is "kind."
"I signed up to take her
business
con1munication
course because I heard she was
a great teacher. It was a shock
to learn she had passed, as I
was looking forward to the
class. We are a little behind
[schedule], which is understandable with the circumstances," sophomore accounti..g major Tara Kon Hou said.
Barron Harvey, Ph.D.,
Dean of the School of Business,

honored Brooks-Harper during totally unexpected. There will ate professor in the department
her funeral service, which was never be another Dr. Brooks- of marketing.
held Dec. 29 at the Andrew Harper."
Stories
of
Geraldine
Rankin Memorial Chapel. She
Brooks-Harper wove her- Brooks-Harper illustrate that
died
two
days
before self into the fabric of Howard. she was a rare professor
Christmas.
As a native of Louisiana and indeed. One semester, she
"She was a sweetheart," graduate of Xavier University, encountered a student who
said G. Wormely, who worked she came to Howard to earn a needed to take her course, but
with Brooks-Harper as a masters degree and a doctorate had unavoidable scheduling
Support Specialist for five in philosophy. She later became conflicts. She allowed the stuyears. "She really cared about a professor and consultant for dent to take the course and
Howard and its students. She the Center for Academic went out of her way to make
always had something positive Reinforcement.
sure that the student still
to say about everyone and
Brooks-Harper joined the
everything. Her death was School of Business as an associSee PROFESSOR page AS

BUSA Affiwers W.H.Y. at lown Hall Meeting
By Shara D . Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
"W.H.Y.?" was the question that was posed at the
Howard University Student
Association's Town Hall meeting held on Thursday evening
in the Blackburn Ballroom.
Entitled "W.H.Y.-We Hear
You," HUSA invited top
University officials to address
students' concerns about the
state of Howard.
Some of the panelists
included interim Provost and
Chief
Academic
Officer
Richard English, Vice-Provost
of Stud~nt Affairs Franklin
Chambers, Dean of Residence
Life Charles Gibbs and the
deans of each college and
school.
Students presented questions to members of the panel
on a number of topics, ranging
from university technology to
sub-standard gym equipment
to inadequate professors.
Although many of the issues
that were brought forth
require long-term planning to
resolve the problems, the panelists did their best to assure
the students that all of their
concerns would be taken into
consideration.
"Overall, it did not answer
all of my questions, but they
did state that it is good to follow up with them," junior

Weems:
Repay Your
Blessings
By Natasha L. Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

The congregation at the
Rankin Chapel received the
word on Sunday from Reverend
Renita J. Weems, Associate
Professor of Old Testament
Studies at Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, 1N.
Weems preached on the
topic "Paying Your Bills," giving
thanks to those who helped us
get to where we are in life. She
wanted the congregation to
understand that when good
things happen in their lives, it is
PHOTO BY ROGER ROMAN
possible for other people to
On Thursday, HUSA as well as the student body asked the question, "W.H.Y" to key deans
become jealous and envious of
and administrstrators.
their success.
Weems spoke of the differbroadcast journalism major university officials.
dents follow up," he said. ences between Saul and David
Kadia Edwards said. "HUSA
"I think it could be effec- "There are no limitations on and how David's success as a
has been doing an excellent tive as long as something is your voice if you follow up."
king made Saul jealous and
job since the beginning of the done
after
this. They
Despite the high publicity envious.
year, but I keep seeing the expressed that it is a matter of surrounding the event, many
"David stood out as king
same faces at their events. whether the [administration] students chose not to attend.
because he was of God's own
More students need to come does something about it or
Junior accounting major heart," Weems said. "But Saul
out because this [meeting] not," she said.
Sydney Singleton, who did was jealous."
was very informative," she
HUSA president Daniel attend, could not understand
She explained that God
said.
Blakemore and vice-president why students would pass up sometimes blesses us simply
Freshman political science Faith L. Walls stressed the such an opportunity. "It went because someone else prayed to
major Jamon Jefferson agrees importance of students con- really well, but I am disap- Him.
with Edwards about the need tacting the HUSA staff to pointed to see the small per"Some things in your life
for students to follow up with infonn them of their concerns centage that showed up. have nothing to do with you,"
both their student leaders and or questions.
Students always complain, but she said. wsometimes when you
"We are taking measures do not come to [these get blessed it's because God
to ensure that the matters dis- events]," she said.
remembered when your grandcussed are acted upon in a
Blakemore is pleased with mother or your best friend
timely fashion. You should the outcome of the Town Hall prayed for you." Weems said
hold us accountable," Wa!ls meeting.
that in moments like ~at, God
told the audience. "In an ideal
"It was impressive to see was remembering to pay a bill
world, everything would the president, the provost and to your loved ones who prayed
change [instantly], but things deans from the schools and for you.
take time. Come by the office colleges. It shows that the
In addition, she explained
if you are not satisfied with administration is committed that because college students
the time [it takes]."
to the students even though are young and independent they
Undergraduate trustee we may not always see it may think they know a lot of
Kareem Merrick offered the through customer service," he things. But in actuality they still
students a word of encour<\ge- said.
need a lot of guidance.
ment to put themselves into a
HUSA may be contacted at
"Just because you think
position to effect change at tellhusa@yahoo.com
or you're ready for something now
Howard. "The problems that husa@howard.edu. The HUSA doesn't mean you'll get it," said
rmno BY ROGER ROMAN
are most critical to a group of office is located in Suite 102 in Weems. "You may get it tomorStudents had the opportunity to voice their concerns, rangindividuals at any university the Blackburn Center.
row or 20 years from now, but
ing from shuttle services to 24 hour visitation at
need the support of every stuin those 20 years God will teach
Thursday's Town Hall Meeting.
dent. It is only effective is stuSee WEEMS page A9

Why is Black History Month Important?

Brandi Velay
Sophomore
Pre-pharmacy
"We should celebrate black history
every day and I think it's a shaine we get
stuck with the shortest month of the year."

Marcus Joachim
Sophomore
Legal Communications
"To pay homage to those who laid the
foundation for African AmericDns to make
the progress that we have thus far."

Kiarra Miles
Senior
Psychology
"It highlights our very rich and distinctive culture. It is also necessary to pay tribute to the pioneers fro111 which we have
come."

Ryan K. Smith
Junior
Radio-'IV-Fihn
"Because I don't want to celebrate
white history."
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Zip Cars Parked on Campus Housing, Meal Plans Increased
CARS from A1

way commuters who do not
have a car, but need one occasionally, to get around.
Members pay an application and membership fee, and
then are charged by the hour
and/or mile for using a vehicle.
They dial a 24-hour reservation
line or go online to reserve a
car.
"It's fast and easy," said
Rosenzweig "No lines, no
counters, no paperwork."
After making the reservation, members unlock the car
with their personal card.
Reservations are sent wirelessly to the cars so they open only
to the right person at the right
car at the right time. The service is marketed as more
advantageous than renting a
car because users do not have
to commit to paying for a full

day of use-users can reserve a
car for as little as an hour, and
users only have to be 21 years
of age to use the cars.
Insurance, maintenance,
parking and even gas are
included in the hourly rates.
"ZipCar is an integral part
of the commuter choice program at Howard
University" Margo Smith,
assistant vice president for
auxiliary services at Howard,
explained in a press release.
"Our partnership with ZipCar
will not only help better manage the area's over-taxed traffic
and parking situation, but it
will provide a valuable amenity
to our students and staff. We
chose ZipCar because of its successful track record with other
universities, its user-friendly
technology and advanced webbased reservation system."
Currently there are three

Zipcars parked around campus
ready for use by students, faculty, and staff. The cars include
a Toyota Matrix parked at the
Howard Center, a Volkswagen
Jetta at the Law School and a
Honda
Element at the East
Towers. Cars may also be used
for out-of-state travel. Other
universities with ZipCar service
include
Georgetown
and
George Washington.
"ZipCar is a perfect supplement to public transportation
for people who like to live in
the city but wish they had a car
every once in awhile," said
Rosenzweig. "If you need to
use a car, it's at your disposal;
you can just get in the car and
drive away."
For more information
about membership at Zipcar,
visit www.zipcar.com/howard.

Howard Loses Professor
PROFESSOR from A2

learned all the material outside
of the regular class schedule.
"When I met Dr. BrooksHarper, she reminded me of my
mother or grandmother," said
junior
marketing
major
Marchlena Rodgers, "She was
straightforward and expected a
lot from us, and we respected
her. I went to visit her, and told
her of some of the things in my
life and she told me to pray,
which was a bold step for a professor. She was not only a professor, but a spiritual guide and
a counselor for all who came
into contact with her."
Brooks-Harper was active
and generous not only tc

Howard University, but also in Walton said. "Students really
the Washington community. As enjoyed her and she always
a proud member of Delta Sigma helped students, even someTheta Sorority, Inc. and the times financially. She was truly
D.C. chapter of the Continental an altruistic person."
Brooks-Harper is survived
Congress, she enjoyed uplifting
by her husband of 39 years, Dr.
young African Americans.
Brooks-Harper annually Ronald A. Harper; one son,
Harper
of
donated $1,000 to purchase Roderick V.
tickets to events at the Kennedy Maywood, Illinois and his wife
center for public school stu- Victoria; two granddaughters,
Nedirah and Nadiah; sister, Dr.
dents.
"She was not only a col- Patricia Shelton of New
league, but a friend, peer, and Orleans, and brother, Alvin
confidant. She was the type of Jones of Breaux Bridge, LA.
In lieu of flowers and donaperson that was very understanding of others. She was tions, contributions can be
deliberate and conscious in her made to the Continental
teachings and knowledgeable Society and the School of
in her craft," business commu- Business Scholarship Fund.
nications professor Judy R.

TUITION from A 1

increases as unnecessary.
Graduate Trustee Charles
Coleman said that he did not
favor such a high tuition
increase.
"I understand that a tuition
increase was inevitable, but I
did not agree with the amount
of the increase," Coleman said.
College of Arts and
Sciences President Conrad
Woody said that he under/
stood
the
tuition
increase, but hopes that
University officials can f
work with students on
Residence Life issues.
"I
applaud
the
University's decision to
include the student body in
the decision increase
tuition," Woody said.
"Most of us knew that
tuition would have to
go
up,
but
the
University said 'hey we
are going to include you in
the decision.' I hope that in the
future we can get more feedback from the University in
response to Residence Life. We
just want to work jointly with
the University officials to make
things better."
Howard
University
Student Association (HUSA )
President Dan Blakemore said
that he hopes that the increase
will be beneficial to students.
Artis Hampshire-Cowan,
Secretary for the Board of
Trustees, said that the increase
in room rates and meal plan
was made in order to provide
better quality environment for
students.
"To ensure that the

University continues to provide
a quality living environment
for its students, the Board of
Trust'ees approved a six percent increase in the meal plan
rates and a five percent
increase in room rates,"
Hampshire-Cowan said. "Even
with

I

PHOTO COURRTESY OF ABCIWEVMARKETING COM

these increases, the University
will continue to provide a four
percent discount to our students from the actual costs
charged by our food service
provider."
Students such as junior
political science major James
Wilson hopes that the increase
will bring about the much
anticipated Chick-fil-A to the
Punch Out.
"They [University] told us
that we couldn't have Chick-fil-

Bison Watch New Security Progi-mn
BISON from A 1

third eye," Gibbs said. He also
explained that the members of
Bison Watch are available to
students who would like to
report any problems.
"Students do come to us to
voice their concerns," said
senior legal communications
major Jennifer Humes, who is a
residence assistant in the Quad
and a member of the Bison

Watch. "When we address their
reports that helps us to stay on
top of problems."
Sher Downing, junior marketing major and residence
assistant
in
the
Quad,
explained that this interaction
with the students helps them to
build better relationships with
them. She also said that this
interaction helps students trust
their R.A's.
"I am not a member of the
Bison Watch but I do support

A because they went over budget," Wilson said. " I hope that
they will use the money generated from the increase and give
us what they pro1nised."
Sophomore biology major
Chris Agard said that he does
not care for the meal plan
increase because the food is not
worth the increase.
" If they are going to
increase spending they need to
provide better food choices,"
Agard said. " People with a
meal plan can only eat in the
cafeteria, and the food in
the cafeteria is not palatable."
Hampshire-Cowan said
that although there is a housing increase, housing rates
will continue to remain
well below market, and
will keep Howard's combined room and board
I
,
rate at least 25 percent
below the rates charged at
other local universities.
Agard said that the
University should look at other
ways to cut spending on housing before increasing the cost
of housing.
Students such as sophomore psychology m ajor Karen
Ralston said that the meal plan
increase and room rate increases are overboard.
"I can understand a tuition
increase is necessary given economic trends and inflation, but
an increase in the meal plan
and room rates are ridiculous,"
Ralston said. "We have mice in
our dorms and cafeteria and we
pay thousands of dollars as it
is. We need to use the money
we have now and fix the problems we have."
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the program," said Downing.
"It helps the students understand that we are trying to
assist them in any way possible
and that we do listen to them."
Downing explained that the
Bison Watch is a program that
was initiated to help the students.
"This is something that
benefits them and this is something that they need and want,"
said Downing.

offers the University an unlimited amount of times to cast votes.
Because of a large pool of candidates this year, Hebert anticipates a run-off election, which
would be already handled under
the online system.
"We are taking extra measures to make the system as
secure as possible so that students cannot use information
other than their own," Hebert
said. Closer to election time, students will be notified of what
specific information they will
need to vote through announcements that will be posted around
campus.
A new penalty procedure
has also been employed for candidates who violate the guidelines before and during the elections. Instead of imposing only
monetary fines upon the violators, points will be deducted
from their campaign. In order to
be included on the ballot for
Election Day, candidates must
have a minimum of five points
before elections.
Monetary fines will be levied
against candidates who fail to
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Election Process Coming Up Soon
properly announce their absence
from an event or those who
deface school property.
"Under the new point system, the candidate's status is in
their own hands," Hebert said.
Grievance
coordinator
Layne Eskridge wants to maintain a high level of integrity on
the part of the Elections
Committee. This year, candidates do not have to make good
faith deposits. Whenever candidates are docked points, they
will receive letters informing
them of their infraction and their
resulting penalty.
"We have a more definite
way of dealing with grievances.
We know what issues arise with
elections every year, so we do
not have to deal with them on a
case-by-case basis," she said.
There is also a central location for grievances this year and
a five-person committee that will
handle all· complaints. Eskridge
also encourages both candidates
and students to notify the
Grievance Committee if they
have a problem with any part of
the elections process.
Unlike previous years,
instead of General Assembly

·1i'. ,:_, •·'

T

micromanaging the general and
local elections, the respective
schools and colleges will handle
their own elections. Potential
candidates should contact their
school or college for more information.
Campaigning
officially
begins for the candidates on
Wednesday, February 4. The
first speakout is scheduled for
Thursday, February 5, and will
be held in Wheatley Hall, located
in the Tubman Quadrangle.
Hebert also said that the General
Assembly plans to inform the
students about the remainder of
the speakouts through The
Hilltop and university-wide
emails.
The deadline for applications for prospective graduate
candidates has been extended
until today at 5:00 pm.
"As I am trying to be effective and efficient as chairwoman,
I am hoping for candidates who
are honest and uphold the
utmost integrity in running their
[campaigns], to alleviate any
problems," Hebert said. She
hopes that this year's elections
proceed as a smooth as possible
for all candidates and students.
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It's Student Savings Days at
Borders and Waldenbooks.
Get 20%off books, music, and movies at Borders.
Get 20%off books at Walden books.
Offer good February 6th-8th.

BORDERS®
BOOKS MUSIC MOVIES CAFE

WGldenbooks·
B
o·s·
RE N T AN

Discount opplies_to rq~r pric.. only. O\IO discolllt .•I Waldenbooks IS 109!,_O,SC<>lllt on etectronics and v,d<o games is 10%. Excludes prev>OUS end ontine l'Jrchas... g,fl cardl.
pericxhcal$: COffllCS, spec.1al orders not 1n stock. sh1pp1ng. and Preferred Reacler4 membership fees. May noc be combined With othe-r coupons or corporate, ie~r. or other group
d,scount$. 1nducl1ng the Pr•fen-l!<l Rude, scou,,t. Not val,d online or tt-toost, \Valden•by·t-lail~
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Bush
Medicare
to Cost
$1 .3b
More than
Planned
President Bush
said Friday the
news that his
Medicare overhaul
would cost significantly more than
expected
would
require lawmakers
to be careful with
spending.
T

h

e

Congressional
Budget Office had
estimated
the
Medicare legislation
would cost $400 billion over 10 years,
but this week the Office
of Management and Budget put
the figure at $535 billion.

London- DC
Flights Grounded
on Terror Threat
British Airways has canceled three flights from
Heathrow
Airport
to
Washington
and
Miami
because of security concerns,
the airline said Saturday.
They are BA Flight 223
from London to Dulles Airport
Sunday and Monday, and
Flight 207 from London to
Miami on Sunday.
The return flights from
Washington - Flight 222 - will
also be canceled on both days,
but the return flights from
Miami will continue.
On Friday U.S. government
officials told CNN that the U.S.
had received new intelligence
that suggested a threat of possible terrorist attacks against the
United States using aircraft.

Caller Claims to
be Ohio Highway
Sniper
In the first claim of responsibility, a man called Colombus,
Ohio police four times to say he
was the highway shootings
sniper, police said Friday. At
least two of the calls disconnected.
The man said he fired at a
car that day but did not claim
responsibility for any of the 20
shootings since May that police
have connected to the case,
including the death of an auto
passenger in November.
A task force investigating
the shoetings at cars, school
buses and homes along or near
Interstate 270 is trying to
determine whether the caller is
the gunman, Franklin County
sheriffs Chief Deputy Steve
Martin said.

where in the northern district
of that state.
Rudolph is charged in the
January 1998 bombing of the
New Woman All Women Clinic
in Birmingham, which performs abortions. A man was
killed by the blast and a nurse
was maimed.
Rudolph was arrested on
May 31, 2003, after a manhunt
lasting more than five years. He
also faces charges for three
bombings in Atlanta, including
the Centennial Park blast during the 1996 Olympics. A
woman died in that explosion.
The defense team said that
since the Birmingham bombing
took place on January 29, 1998,
there had been such overwhelming media coverage some of which it called "sensationalistic and based, in part,
on inaccurate information from
law enforcement" - that it made
finding a fair and impartial jury
impossible.

San Francisco
Lawmaker wants
Feng Shui in
Buildings
More hippy, dippy jokes
about California might be on
the way, thanks to a state lawmaker who wants building
codes to consider feng shui.
State Assemblyman Leland
Yee, a Democrat representing
San Francisco, has introduced
a resolution that urges public
building officials to accommodate feng shui - the ancient
Chinese art of designing structures and arranging objects to
create harmonious energy flow.
The resolution isn't meant
to become law or force cities to
change how buildings are constructed. Instead, Yee said, it
would simply encourage building officials to accommodate
the concept and be more sensitive to a cultural practice that
can improve environments
where people live and work.
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Bowie to get $900m Facelift !
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

PG County may have a new
face as plans for a $900 million development in Bowie
were approved last week. The
construction which will feature
two luxury hotels, a gated community of half-million-dollar
homes, restaurants and specialty stores was n1et with disapproval by some residents
who were concerned about the
potential
obstruction to
schools and roads.
The 362-acre Karington
project to be situated near the
intersection of Routes 301 and
214, was approved by the PG
County Council on the grounds
that the developer locate and
renovate a building which
could serve as a potential
school. The Washington Post
reported that investors in the
Karington project, (all the
area's businessmen) - including Ken and Gary Michael of
the Michael Cos. in Lanham
and
Gary
Murray
of
HumanVision LLC, a Landover
venture capital firm - say that
the development, with its mix
of retail, office and residential
space, could change the county's economic landscape.
"We think the county has
seen a lot of progress, and we
just want to continue to
improve on that," Gary
Michael said. "This project will
I bring a real boost to the county." The project, which devel-

L

opers say could take ten years
to complete, would include
300,000 square feet of retail
space, 700,000 square feet of
office space, 1,500 residences
and a private school.
Keron Alfred, senior
Computer
Science
major
and frequent visitor to Bowie,
thinks that the
project is a good
idea. "It will bring
a lot of revenue to
the area, the only
J
downside I see
might
be
increased traffic."
Karington's
development was
initially rejected
by the Bowie
Town Council in
June, because it
did not meet the
county's general
plan and would
intensify problems related to traffic and
overcrowding in schools. The
Post reported that Belair
Annex in Bowie, for example,
is being used to temporarily
house
students
from
Bladensburg High School.
Nicole John, a doctoral chemistry student, agreed that the
developer should be mindful of
the potential problems. "The
developers should be able to
deal with the natural consequences of having 1nore people
in the area by adjusting the

roadways or building schools.
They should also consider the
effect it will have on the current environment."
After numerous appeals
from residents however, the
plan was approved by the
county
Planning Board
a month later.
PG
County
Council also
I delayed their
decision on the
plan, expressI ing the same
concerns about
th e schools a nd
l roads .
Acco rd ing ... to
the
Post,
Council member
Douglas
J .J. Peters (DBowie) wanted
the developer
to pay - beyond
the $18 million
in surcharges
required by state law - $6 million to mitigate the added
demands on local schools.
Finally, however, the
Council approved the project
after an assurance from the
developers that they would
find a building that could serve
as a transitional school for the
Bladensburg students, easing
up the crowding at Belair
Annex. The agreement also
includes a $250,000 donation
by the developer to a nonprofit
group to be used to reduce

Plans include
two luxury
hotels,
half-million
uol'',ar homes, I
restaurants and
specialty stores.
Provisions have
also been made
f ora new
school building.

school crowding in Bowie.
Bowie City Manager David
Deutsch told the Post last week
that the Town Council has not
reviewed the matter since voting s to 2 against the plan, and
that it was too soon to say how
the Town Council would react
to the County Council's action.
"We had concerns about the
lack of highway improvements,
the overall size of the project,
the school impact, and the
retail component was seen as a
negative for the existing retail
in Bowie," Deutsch said.
"Those were some of our concerns, and they are still are our
concerns."
Jonathan Moore, a Bowie
resident, said that he welcomed the development. "It is
good to see PG County get a
facelift. We need such developments to boost the county's
image and to improve the overall outlook area."
Council member Samuel
H. Dean, (D-Mitchellville) who
helped negotiate the deal to
move the project forward told
the Post that "this project is
going to be a win-win for the
county and for the developer...
This is the kind of project we
need in this county," he said,
"and this is the kind of relationship we are looking fo r
with the business community.
"We've worked hard on this,"
said Peters, "And at this point,
I think we've got ten about 90
percent of what the co mmunity requested."

ow Disease:
The Sobering Facts
what are you looking at?
By
Sean
Jackman
Hilltop Staff
Writer

NYC Official
Wants SUVs on
Truck Routes

NYC Assemblyman Ivan
Lafayette wants to require
heavy SUVs to travel along
truck routes, saying their girth
makes them subject to the
same weight-based safety standards as their commercial
cousins.
A typical compact Honda
weighs about 2,400 pounds in
contrast to a 10,000-pound
Hummer.
Lafayette said he's preparing legislation that would target nearly two dozen models
that weigh more than 6,000
pounds.
If Lafayette's idea becomes
law, the SUVs would have to
travel interstate highways or
other truck routes - including
toll roads - with wider lanes
and long stretches between
Bomber Fears
exits.
The National Highway
Unfair Trial in Transportation
Safety
Administration already classiAlabama
fies most sport utility vehicles
Attorneys for accused
as light trucks when gauging
bomber Eric Rudolph late
Friday filed a change of venue fuel efficiency.
motion, arguing their client
cannot get a fair trial in
Source: CNN
Birmingham, Alabama, or any-
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We've all heard of
the so-called "Mad Cow
Disease," but what exactly is
this disease, where did it come
from and how can we become
infected?
"Mad Cow Disease" is
actually the commonly used
name for Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE), a
slowly progressive, degenerative, fatal disease that affects
the central nervous system of
adult cattle. While the exact
cause of this disease is not
known, the most accepted theory so far is that infectious
forms of a type of protein, prions, normally found in animals causes BSE. The unique
structure of t hese prions
makes them practically invulnerable surviving even temperatures hot enough to melt
lead. The theory goes as far as
to say that cows get these prions by eating diseased sheep
infected with a sheep spongiform encephalopathy called
scrapie.
In humans, the prions can
cause Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), a human spongiform encephalopathy whose
clinical picture can involve
weekly deterioration into

blindness and
epilepsy as
one's brain
becomes
riddled with
tiny holes.
While CJD
has
been
known
for
decades, well
before the first
mad cow was
found in 1985, the new form of
CJD caused by eating infected
cows seems to differ from
classis CJD and is termed
variant CJD (vCJD).
The incubation period in
humans for CJD can be
decades, meaning that it could
be years between eating
infected meat and getting
diagnosed with the disease.
After this undetermined period, neurological symptoms
begin to take effect. It may
start out subtly with insomnia,
depression, confusion, personality and behavioral
changes, and problems with
memory, coordination, and
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sight.
As it progresses, the
person rapidly
develops dementia and involuntary,
irregular
jerking
movements
called
myoclonus. In the
final stage of the
disease, the patient
loses all mental and
physical functions, lapses into a coma, and eventually
dies. Most frightening of all is
that the disease is as yet incurable, and there isn't a definitive medical test for diagnosing it. Further more, rareness
of the disease might deter
some physicians from even
considering it as a diagnosis,
instead mistaking the symptoms for some other brain disorder such as Alzheimer's or
Huntington's disease.
The US has had ongoing
regulatory measures put in
place since 1989 to prevent
the BSE contamination of
food and food products.
Nevertheless, you should not

consider
yourself
safe just yet.
Cattle remains
are still boiled down
and fed to pigs and
chickens. Thi" is allowed
since the disease has not
been found to naturally occur
in pigs, but pigs are usually
slaughtered at five months,
way too early for the disease to
start showing symptoms. The
tight packing of pigs also
makes it difficult to spot neurological conditions in the
pigs.
Laboratory experin1ents
however, have proved that
pigs are susceptible to the disease and thus likely to become
carriers. In fact, because
infected cow tissues; slaughterhouse waste, manure and
blood is often used in the creation of animal feed, it
instantly turns most sources
of meat into a threat. Besides
cows, the disease may possibly
be transmitted through pigs,
chickens, other poultry, lamb,
deer and seafood, an extremely sobering reality.
Joyce Ho, graduate student at MIT, was previously
unaware of some of the facts
surrounding
Mad
Cow
Disease. When informed, she
simply stated, "I might have to
think about becoming a vegetarian."

eople.

That is why he made
of them.
The Hilltop
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THE GREAT RED WALL OF CHINA:

Deck

China Blocking Free Speech on Internet
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Great Wall bordering
China is one of the wonders of
the world, truly a marvel. Now
China has a second great wall of
which to speak. This wall isn't
physical, it's a governmental firewall known as the great red firewall of China.
The authorities work hard to
stifle the web as a forum for free
infonnation or discussion while
promoting governmental communist views and economic
growth. One way of stifling con1munication, is by restricting
access that the citizens have on
the internet. How easy is it for
them to do this? The main contact points tl1at connect China's
internet to the worldwide system
consist of nine Internet Access

''They obviously don't want
anybody to get any ideas
outside of the
communist mentality.''
- Ace Chin, sophomore.
Providers that control the physical lines to the rest of the world.
Special software, called internet
filters, can then deny access to
specific sites that are deemed to
not be in China's best interests.
Even the beloved google and foreign news site BBC are blocked.
Besides blocking "harn1ful"
websites, every digital communication sent over the internet is
carefully monitored. From email

to instant messaging to posts in
chat rooms or message boards,
all content is scanned
Reporters Without Borders
did a study on the level of surveillance in China and tried posting multiple messages of varying
levels to chat rooms. Level 1 messages, which were non critical, all
appeared without problems
while the deeply critical level 10
messages never showed up or

were deleted shortly after being
posted. They found tllat in general 30% of controversial messages
made it online. Furthermore, the
authors of the degenerate messages are frequently tracked
down and jailed.
Said Ace Chin, sophomore,
undecided major, 'They obviously don't want anybody to get
any ideas outside of tlle communist mentality.''
All of this scrutiny would be
useless witllout enforcement of
the law. Thousands of special
police are employed to impose
tlle law on those who would try
to avoid it. With at least 54 people currently imprisoned and
numerous more held in detention, China already has a 60%
increase in the number of people

Toshiba Developing 3D Simulation Software to Aid in Clothes-Fitting

Fitting rooms could be a thing of the
past, when Toshiba's technology reaches
the shops. Say hello to a virtual you,
which will try on clothes and move in
them in the way you do. Toshiba along
with a Japanese software company are
working together to build a 3D system
which is the basis for the virtual program.
Snapshots of the shopper will be
taken and accessories chosen and displayed immediately. The technology
which is still in its early stages of development could be in use as soo'l as 2006
and may be a welcome tool for men and son1e
women who dislike trying on clothing. The process
of converting pictures of the shopper into virtual
images also happens in real-time. The system
could spell an end to the timely exercise of putting garments on
tllen taking tl1e1n off again, and could prevent long waiting lines
outside of fitting rooms.
Carla Marie Eulerie, a senior information systems major,
approves of the system. "I remember tlle first time I went to buy a
bathing suit. I couldn't try it on, so I just had to buy it. It didn't fit
me exactly, which I would have known if I got to try it on. So the
3D system is definitely a good thing, but I would still want the
option of actually trying on the clothes."

Comparable simulators exist in
Japan and other countries, but these
only display how a different hairstyle or
make-up technique might look. The virtual you technology is much more
advanced than tllose systems. Jennifer
Andrews, a political science major,
tllought the system to be a life saver.
"Long waiting room lines are tlle number one hassle when it comes to shopping, so this will definitely make my
experience at the n1all easier."
Mitsuo Saito, chief research fellow
at Toshiba, explained to BBC News
Online that "today's systems display
clothes on a virtual mannequin, or on
a virtual mannequin that is combined
with an image of the customer's face ... They are
static," he said, "make-up simulators already in
use show only tlle front view, 2D information.''
The 3D avatar however will have a much more realistic effect.
Toshiba also predicts that the system will increase online shopping. Selecting clothes based on just photographs without any idea
of tlle fit would be over, as the system could be used at home thereby allowing people to dress tlleir virtual self.
Cherie Warner, a junior biology major, thinks the virtual system is a good idea. "I shop online a lot, so this system will make it
easier for me. The problen1 with online shopping is tllat you don't

I

See VIRTUAL page A 10

A German court has convicted self-confessed cannibal
Armin Meiwes of manslaughter
and sentenced him to eight
years and six months in prison.
Meiwes, 42, admitted
killing and eating Bernd
Juergen Brandes after sex and
hours of sado-masochism but
insisted his victim had volunteered.
It has been Germany's
most sensational trial for
decades.
The verdict falls well -short
of the prosecution's demand for
a 15-year sentence for sexual
murder.

Canadian Court
Says OK to Spank

See CHINA page A 10

Would Your Virtual You Like to Try That?
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

German Cannibal
Sentenced

The Canadian Supreme
Court has ruled that parents
may spank their children, but it
has imposed new restrictions
on such punishments.
It said parents must not hit
children under two or over 12
years of age. No objects may be
used for punishment and
youngsters must not be hit on
the head under the terms of the
ruling.
The court, in a majority
verdict, said it did not want to
make criminals out of parents
who were using "reasonable
force" to discipline their children.
Teachers may only restrain
children if it is considered necessary, the judges said.

India Bans Poulty
Imports for Fear
of Bird Flu
India has placed a total ban
on the import of processed
poultry products following the
outbreak of bird flu in ten Asian
countries.
India on Thursday also
begun enforcing a six-month
ban on the import of livestock
from Pakistan and other countries affected by tlle disease.
The moves come after

MUGABE POLICIES AFFECTING EVFN 5°0PT<;

Pakistan ordered
the killing of millions of chickens.
Thailand and
Vietnam
this
month recorded
the first human
deaths linked to
the bird flu epidemic.

Google
Rivals
Porn Site
Booble
Google,
the
world's most popular internet search
engine, has issued a
legal warning to a
rude copycat website
- pornography-based
Booble.
Bosses at Google
are demanding that
Booble, which allows
users to search for adult products, changes its name and
identity.
The Booble webpage,
which was launched last week,
currently looks very similar to
that of Google's. Booble insists
it is merely a harmless parody.

SA Man Releases
Snakes in Bank
South African police are
looking for a man who released
several poisonous snakes at a
bank in a revenge attack after
his car was repossessed.
A worker at the bank was
bitten as he tried to catch one
of them amid scenes of panic in
a branch of tlle Absa Bank in
Johannesburg.
The
custo mer
Abel
Manamela went into hiding
after carrying out his threat to
act if his car was not returned.
The Absa bank has confirmed it is in dispute with
Manamela over the ca r.
·n1e five snakes then slithered into the reception arl'a as
panicking staff and custo1ners
ran away.

Source: BBC News

Australia Might Call Off Zimbabwe Cricket Tour
By Gregg Wallace
Contributing Writer

Australian Foreign Minister, Alexander Downer,
has urged Australian cricket authorities Cricket
Australia (CA) to cancel plans for a tour of Zimbabwe
in May. Downer said while he had security fears for
cricketers, his main concern related to the political
implications of such a visit.
The Australian government has been vociferous in their opposition to the policies of
Zhnbabwean president Robert Mugabe. In fact,
since President Mugabe won the 2002 presidential election which they claimed was tainted by
an unfair campaign and intimidation, the
west's instinct, led by former colonial power
Britain and its ally, the United States of
America, has been to work against the
Zimbabwean leader to effect regime
change. The west maintains that
President Mugabe no longer enjoys
public confidence and a new man at the
helm could do better than the incumbent.
While President Mugabe is commended for his expansive health and
educational policies, analysts said
his achievements were eclipsed by
events that followed thereafter.
The critical shortage of drugs,
equipment and the exodus of
health professionals to
greener pastures has
turned hospitals into
empty shells and the
health delivery system has virtually collapsed. The education
system, once touted as
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Africa's best, has since lost its glitter.
CA said it has not yet focused on the controversial issue of touring Zimbabwe later this year, but made it clear tllat security was its
main concern. Chief executive, James Sutherland, acknowledged
there was a "difficult" situation in Zimbabwe, but said an
Austrahan tour would have no syn1bolism beyond cricket.
Sutherland said it was not appropriate for a cricket body to make
such decisions on political and moral considerations.
"We all understand... that there is always going to be some
overlap between sport and politics," Sutherland told ABC radio.
"What I'm employed to do- what my responsibility is- is to look
after the interests of cricket as a sport in Australia and globally as
well. We will continue to make our judgments on the things that we
have a mandate to operate on, and that is the game of cricket and
obviously looking after the safety of our employees. I don't tllink
it's appropriate at all for cricket as an organization to be making
judgments on tllat (other considerations)."
Sutherland said pressure fro1n government would not sway
Cricket Australia. "No, it won't; our position is pretty well set and
has been for a long time," he said. "We have a long-standing position that says that we will make a decision on any tour overseas
based on safety and security grounds."
Nor would Cricket Australia be affected by a British decision
not to tour. He said, "We certainly understand that there are a wide
range of thoughts around the place on this issue, but from Cricket
Australia's perspective and from the cricket organization's perspective, it's pretty simple," Sutherland said.
James Carter, a sophomore accounting major, thinks that politics should not get in tlle way of sports: "Outside of the possibility
of basic security threats, I think that sports and politics should stay
independent of each other, regardless of what the problem. Give
people something to get their minds off the trials that politics can
sometimes bring."
"I think tl1at sport is an essential tool to get a political message
across," countered Jain1e Alexander, a freshman finance 1najor. "If
tlle Australian cricket board finds the situation in Zimbabwe that
serious, maybe the cancellation of the cricket tour will send the
right message to both the Zimbabwe authorities as well as its citizens."
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LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

1. Flu "flying" across Asia

1. UK's telephone company

(4,3)

(2)

7. Abraham Lincoln's nickname (3)
10. Comes after a trademark (2)
11. No. 2 most active computer virus (2,4)
14. Wears green and
makes toys (3)
15. Streched out, wispy
cloud (6)
16. First person, singular
1 present of be (2)
17. White spot on horse's
forehead (4)
18. On a PC keyboard, key
between Windows and
(acebar (3)

II

2. International organisation for economic stability
and well-being (3)
3. First rap group to "run"
into a Grammy (3)
4. This is for your information (3)
5. If your leader used no
vowels ... (3)
6. University whose sports
team is the Ducks abbr. (3)
8. It went over the mountain
(4)

9. Usually planted for
shade (3)
12. Remove from power (4)
13. Zone between Pacific
and Central (3)
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BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
SHE'S ON THE
MO NEY

Latest Bank Merger Sparks
Concern Among Students
By Venus Brooke Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer

Startin8
~

':Business

Last month, two of the
leading banks in the United
States announced a merger valued at $58 billion.
Scheduled to take place in
the middle of this year, J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co.'s potential
acquisition of Bank One will
make the new conglomerate
America's second largest bank,
after Citigroup.
Though seemingly colossal
in proportion, deals like this
are no stranger to the banking
community.
But, with both companies
acting as prominent recruiters

on campus, students like junior
finance major Sara Wright fear
that internship and scholarship
opportunities with Bank One
will take a backseat to the new
changes that the firm will face.
"I really hope that this
merger does not change Bank
One's recruiting efforts due to
the fact that they have just
recently began to increase their
presence on Howard's campus," Wright said. "Bank One
has gained a reputation as a
great employer among undergrads here and I hope that they
can maintain that reputation
even after they are acquired by
J.P. Morgan.''
Jeffrey Henry, another

junior finance major, shares
Wright's concerns.
"J.P. Morgan and Bank
One are both great companies
and great recruiters on this
campus,"
Henry
said.
"Together, the unit will be very
powerful but it does create a
negative feeling because a lot of
us that had opportunities lined
up with Bank One worried that
we're not going to have jobs
because nobody knows anything. The acquisition really
takes away opportunities from
people who had contacts within
Bank One, especially those with
jobs in J.P. Morgan's areas of
See MERGERpage A 11
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In the midst of these two financial institutions merging,
some students worry about how the consolidation will
affect programs at Howard University.

By RhasheemaA.
Sweeting

Business &Technology Editor
For as long as I can
remember, I have wanted
to start my own business.
In fact, 1nany of my
peers have expressed a similar dream. But from that
bunch, very few have taken
that idea a step further.
During 1ny sophomore
year, my friend Venus and I
considered starting a bathroom cleaning service for
the dorms on can1pus. After
talking to several friends
and fellow residents, we
established that there was a
de1nand and that people
were willing to pay a
monthly fee for weekly
cleanings.
We sat down to flesh
out our ideas and decided
that we would need
sponges, mops, soap, gloves
and.. oh yes, hands to fill
those gloves.
At that point, we realized that we had overlooked
one key factor-Who was
going to bust these suds?
Surely, not either of us. And
that idea was canned
immediately.
However, the moral of
the story is that we did
1nore than just talk about it.
We took action.
But our plan applies to
starting any business:
- The first step is to
generate a rough idea of
what you would like to
accomplish. (In our case,
we would establish a few
loyal clients and generate a
moderate, yet steady
inco1ue.)
-The next and by far
most important step is to
solicit the opinion ot others
o gauge, whether there is a
need and/or demand for
your good or service. (Are
people willing to pay for the
convenience of not having
to worry about an untidy
restroom?)
-Then, sit down and
map out a game plan. (We
figured out how much we
expected to 1nake and how
much we were willing to
spend and from there
llecided what we would
need and how 1nuch it
would cost.)
-Finally, find someone
who can offer advice on
how to get started-someone knowledgeable in your
area of expertise.
Although this is a good
start, it is onl) a beginning.
In fact, if you are
unwilling to go through all
of the above steps (oftentimes, more than once),
don't even think about
starting your own business.
Keep in mind that starting a business is NOT for
eve1ybody. In fact, two out
of three small businesses
See START page A 11
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RIAA: CDs Offer More 1racks for Less Money
By Jesyca Westbrook
Contributing Writer
In 1996, a relatively
unknown artist named Jay-Z
released his debut album,
"Reasonable Doubt". This 15track compact disc sold in record
stores for about $16.99. Because
it was not considered a reasonable price for most kids in the
9o's, the CD sold modestly.
After six more albums, many of
them platinu1n, this same artist,
returned to the music scene in
November of 2003 with "The
Black Album," a 14-track disk
that currently costs about
$12.99-and the prices keep
dropping.
According
to
market
researcher NPD MusicWatch,
retailers have lowered the average price of CDs by two percent,
just this year and cuts will continue.
It is clear that CD prices are
at an all-time low, but consumers are still not buying.
For further proof that the
music industry has changed,
look no further than Georgia
Ave.
Long-time
business,
"Willie's Tapes and Records",
closed its doors last year,
because students simply were
not spending money on music
like they had in the past.
According to the Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA), the group that creates,
manufactures and distributes 90
percent of all legitimate sound
recordings produced and sold in
the U.S., if CD prices followed
the current inflation period, the
average retail price of a CD
would be $38.23 instead of

about $14.00.
_
Yet many students still think
CD prices are too high. Some
have shifted their entertainment
dollars to other items, such as
DVDs, video games and movie
rentals.
Some feel like senior nursing
student Vivian Thompson, who
said he only buys a CD if it's
extremely good and his friends
don't already have it.
"What's the point of buying a
CD when you can just burn them
from friends?" Thompson said.
Since CDs were first created,
technology has greatly improved
the durability, sound quality and
capability-this has resulted in
many enhanced features and
longer tracks.
Music artist, Monica, came
out with her debut CD, "Miss
Thang" that featured 16 songs in
1995. Her most recent album,
"After the Storm" is a slightly
slimmer 14-track disk, but it also
comes with downloadable photos, links to her website and the
video from her first single. This
effort is to make the legitimate
CD more popular than a burned
copy or bootleg.
More than 19.2 million digital tracks were purchased online
in the last six months, helping to
narrow the 1nusic industry's
losses last year, according to the
RIAA. Music executives blame
rampant piracy and file sharing
across "peer-to-peer" networks,
including Kazaa, for a crippling
31 percent sales drop in the last
three years.
Downloading music and file
sharing through networks like

Jay-Z has maintained around the same amount of tracks while lowering the price
of his albums over the past decade. His latest, The Black Album, has 14 tracks.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM

Monica's latest album, After the Storm, has 14 tracks-two fewer than her first
album, Miss Thang. Other artists, including Avant and Musiq, also have less
tracks and lower prices.

Entertainment Costs
1993

2000

Raw Change

NBA Ticket

$27.12

$51.02

+88%.

Basic Cable TV

$19.39

$30.08 +55%

Movie Admission

$4. 14

$5.39

+30%

Hardcover Book

$20.35

$25.33

+24%

CD

$13.14

$14.02 +7%
Information Courtesy of RIAA

See MUSIC page A 11

Club Slated to Open Store in School of Business
By Chizoba Udeorji
Contributing Writer
The Howard University
Entrepreneurial Society has
pooled together its resources to
create a one-stop shop within
the School of Business.
The Spot, as it is to be
called, is a small shop where
students can purchase c0ffee,
packaged goods, School of
Business clothing and accessories and other school products. The business is being
funded largely by the Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA), and also through
funding granted to promote
entrepreneurship as a major in
the School of Business.
Although this new store
comes just a few months after
the opening of Jazzman's Cafe

in the Administration building,
HUES president and senior
hospitality major FlorencP
Pitman doesn't see this as a
problem.
"We are not in competition
with Jazz1nan's Cafe," said
Pittman. "I think people in the
School of Business don't use
Jazzman's, and we don't plan
on selling the same things."
Other School of Business
students agree.
"Most of my classes are in
the School of Business, so when
I'm on campus that's the building I'm usually in," said junior
marketing major Regilyn Pratt.
"Having a store there is practical because there are a lot of
students who don't have time
travel all the way down to the
bookstore, or Starbucks. They
should make a lot of money

you're doing, so I'm waiting to
see how it turns out. The Spot is
definitely a great idea," senior
marketing major Antoine
Quichocho said.
The entrepreneurial society
is a group of aspiring students
equipped only with ideas and
strategies to n1ake a big impression in a tightly woven economy, according to members. The
Spot was one of those ideas.
Discussions during the
meetings range from money
management to networking
and research help.
"I joined the society as a
freshman. By my sophomore
year I was asked to be vice president, so I've been here for a
while," says Pitman. "There are .
misconceptions about starting
a business, and that's why people fail. We're here to dispel

from that," Pratt said.
Even students who are not
in the School of Business anticipate the opening of The Spot.
"Even though I'm in the School
of [Communications], I would
love to see what's going on up
there and I would support their
efforts at a new business," said
junior advertising major Kimba
Brown.
Student volunteers will run
The Spot, which is spearheaded
by Pitman and Melody
Bockelman, a senior economics
major and vice president of the
organization.
The society was founded in
the fall of 1998 and has maintained a small, but steady number of loyal members.
"Entrepreneurs are a family. It's hard to walk away from
someone who's doing what

misconceptions,
gain
resources, and tell others about
it."
So far the club has been
successful in attracting students who are looking for ways
to beco1ne business savvy.
"I'm new, and I feel motivated by being here. I can see
that this club can really go
somewhere, and I plan on coming back," said senior information systems major Asia
Johnson.
Currently, much of the
club's focus is on finalizing
plans for The Spot, which is
slated to open later this semester.
The organization meets
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in
the School of Business
Auditorium.
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Rich Move Into the Area
DISITRICT from A 1

rehabilitated and new housing,
upgraded retail, and re-energized city services."
Minor said that whenever
value of this kind is added,
households
with
higher
incomes than those in declining neighborhoods are attracted to these areas. "With
improved desirability in a
neighborhood, comes the
almost inevitable attraction to
its resources by higher income
households," he said.
Patricia McCormack Ph.D,
Communications professor,
said that gentrification usually
leads to the displacement of
African American homeowners
because they can no longer
afford the increase in taxes.
"This can lead to the relocation of many Howard students living off campus,"
McCormack said. "With raised
rent and taxes many people
move to areas outside the city
limits. Prince George's County
and Mount Rainer are among
the places where many D.C residents and Howard students
might relocate."
For students who intend on
becoming homeowners in the
District, it will probably be
more costly and time consuming to purchase a home.
Roderick Harrison, Associate
Professor of Sociology, said it
can be very difficult to trace
where the existing residents of
the area might relocate.
Breea Charles, a sophomore public relations major is
unsatisfied with the situation.
"Even though areas, such
as this these are getting fixed

-
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Reverend Weems Delivers M~ge
WEEMS from A2

you some things. You may need
20 years of seasoning and marinating of God's teaching to get
where you need to go in life."
Weems also stated that
although students may have to
learn about life through trial and
error, if they listen, God will
teach them what they need to
know.
"God will tell you who to
trust and who not to trust, he
will tell you who's lying to you
and who isn't, and he will tell
you who your real friends are,"
Weems said.
Establishing good friend-

PIIOTO BY ROGER ROMAN

Abandoned buildings, such as this one, are suffering
through the phenomenon of gentrification.

up, a lot of families will be
forced to move. Everyone doesn't have the money to just pick
up and leave. What's going to
happen to them," she stated.
Washington D.C. is not the
only city to succumb to gentrification. New York, Philadelphia
and, more recently, Baltimore
are among cities across the
United States that have experienced gentrification.
Minor said that HBCUs
should looked to the success of
Howard's Ledriot Park initiative to garner ideas on how to
improve the areas that surround their Universities.
"Based on its success, the
Fannie Mae Foundation created a University-Community
Partnership Initiative that has

awarded grants to 14 other
institutions of higher learning,
including Yale, University ofllinois, University of Maryland,
University of Florida, UCLA,
Case
Western
Reserve
University,
University of
Pennsylvania,
The
Pratt
Institute, and Tulane," Minor
said. "The presidents of other
HBCUs should consider exploring so1ne of the strategies that
President Swygert deployed,
and apply them as appropriate
to their own circumstances.
They might also work with
HUD's Office of University
Partnerships to tap into
Community
Development
Block Grant funding that is set
aside especially for use by
HBCUs."

Nash: Beloved Professor

----- ... ·-- .. ·-·-·--- .

ships based on trust was of great the cafe and that old lady with
importance t o Weems. "We all the hair net slaps some mashed
need friends," she said.
potatoes and collard greens on
Weems took the life, friend- your plate, don't look at her like
ship and covenant of Jonathan she's invisible, open up your
and David and helped the con- mouth and say "Thank You!"
gregation see how they could Weems said.
relate it to their own lives. She
She encouraged the crowd
encouraged the congregation to to be an encouragement to othbecome familiar with the story ers.
of David because of the many
'Tm sure there are plenty of
lessons we can learn, especially children you can tutor, mentor,
about friendship.
or inspire," Weems said. "Your
Weems told the audience to life is not just about your CD's,
never think too much of them- your hair or what jeans you have
selves and to always remember on. You need to help others
that a simple thank you can go a because someone helped you."
long way.
"The next time you are in

Non Pan-Hellenics Lack Support
ORGANIZATIONS from A4

suing careers in business, but we Nine will always have the limeare a versatile group of individu- light, but non Pan Hellenic orgathe "Divine Nine," the name given als as well."
nizations have the ability to be a
to the nine historically AfricanDelta Sigma Pi, along with powerful voice on campus, if not
American Pan Hellenic organiza- many other non Pan Hellenic more so than the black Greek lettions. These organizations have a organizations, focuses on certain ter organizations."
tendency to overshadow other groups and specific majors.
Diane R. Washington, a
groups.
"As a member of Delta Sigma member of Sigma Alpha Iota
White feels as though non Pi, I am sure that the things we do International Music Fraternity
Pan Hellenic organizations serve are recognized inside the School for Women, agrees that a lot of
a critical role in the Howard of Business but are relatively the focus is centered towards
University community.
unknown to students in other dis- black Greek letter organizations,
Junior marketing major ciplines," Guthrie said.
but she still continues to reach out
Adam Guthrie agrees that comKofi Owusu, junior theatre to other students on campus.
munity service is a vital part of arts major, suggests the forma"I am all for non Pan Hellenic
non Pan Hellenic organizations at tion ofa non Pan Hellenic Council organizations. They are outlets for
Howard. "Community service is as a means to better organize and students on campus," said
not required nationally, but to be send information to other Washington. "As for recognition,
a full participant in Delta Sigma Howard students.
I feel that non Pan Hellenic Greek
Pi, Iota Rho chapter, we strongly
"A campus wide non Pan letter organizations do not receive
suggest volunteerism," Guthrie Hellenic council would serve as a enough praise."
said "We are a professional fra- means to get their names out
ternity for men and women pur- there," said Owusu. "The Divine

Crossworld Puu,le Solutions

NASH fromA2

service. A former investment says that her most memorable
manager for 15 years, Nash experience is yet to come. The
nation, Nash also finds the time
decided to pursue charity work first class that entered under her
to coordinate the Accounting
when her former company administration will be graduatCareer Awareness Program
closed. For four years, she ing in May, and this is a moment
(ACAP), a residency program
actively volunteered and is now she has been looking forward to
that aims to lure Africancalling her students to do the for four years.
American students into the
same. Through the Self Help
"My first class came in in the
accounting field. As a result of
and
Resource
Exchange fall of 2000," said Nash "I
Nash's hard work in organizing
Program (SHARE), for two processed their paperwork. I got
the program, 29 students from
hours of community service, stu- to know a lot of them and I have
across the country received an all
dents can purchase a food pack- helped nurture them over these
expense paid opportunity to visit
Howard and participate in age worth $40 for only $15. four years. It will be my first full
Seeing this as a great way to get circle. These are my first babies
accounting seminars. The sucstudents involved in conununity coming out."
cess of the program was recogservice, Nash took the initiative
Nash, who enjoys sewing,
nized when three of the students
to help her students help others. crocheting and cooking, is also a
received scholarships from
"I had some students living mom. She takes pleasure in her
accounting firms that helped to
in Meridian who didn't have son's basketball games, and is
sponsor the program.
meal plans who would get also a Girl Scout Trope leader.
"The ACAP students were so
SHARE packages," Nash said. Although her schedule stays
excited about the possibilities of
"I'd bring the food to the kids in busy, she wouldn't have it any
being at Howard, getting admitmy van and they would have other way.
ted to Howard and being
food for the month. I made sure
"These are the kind of
involved in the opportunities
they had to do son1e kind of ser- things that make my heart
here," said Nash. "It's a new way
vice in the commwtlty. I feel happy," said Nash. "I live a very
of recruiting, particularly into
that everybody should do some full life, and I'm very happy. I
the accounting arena that is deskind of community service."
love working with the students
perate for students."
Throughout her years at and that's what's important."
In addition to being a 1nenHoward, Nash has created many
tor for students, Nash is also
fond memories, however, she
passionate about community

ANSWERS from A 7

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

Bird Flu
7.Abe

BT
2.IMF
3.DMC
4.FYI
5. LDR
6. UOR
8 . Bear
9. Elm
12. Oust
13. Mountain

1.

1.

10.TM

Mydo om
14.Elf
11.

15. Cirrus
16. Am
17. Star
18. ALT
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W es t

Up to 130 lbs. /ft.
torque, 1 SO horsepo1n1er

GET THE FEELING
~TOYOTA

You're lord a nd master of quite p ossib ly t he most versatile
aut omobile on the planet. Matr ix is an entirely new breed of
vehicle - cutting e d ge styling, stand a r d a ir c onditio ning, and up
t o 180 h orsepow er w ith availa ble 6 -sp eed . M atr ix is des igne d
to be wha t ever you wa n t , inc lud ing a ff ordable .

February 3, 2004

~ T O YOTA
Visit www.buyatoyota.com for deta ils .
* B ased o n EPA estimates for 2 0 03 5-speed manual.
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PFF Prepares Grad Students Excercise Free Speech Online
JOBS fromA4

a letter of recommendation.
Additionally, it is recommended that all participants
att end two workshops a
month. These workshops invite guest
speake rs from different disciplines to
interact with the
prospective professors
to
help
strengthe n
their
s kills using his or
her own experience.
Reilly's r ecent
seminars have been
aptly
entitled
"Teacher as Editor"
and "Teacher as
Scholar."
Kellie Weiss, a
1s t year Ph.D student
s tudying
English said that
these
seminars
detail every dimension and
expectation of a college professor,
from
publishing
works , to heading committees
and having conferences. It is
also mandatory that PFF participants attend the Graduate
Student
Confere nce
to
encourage networking with
fellow prospective professors
and with the employers they

(])

and understudied."
Unlike an internship, PFF
does not provide students
with job opportunities upon
graduation. It does, however,
create a pool of black,
prospective professors for recruiters to
take
their
pick.
Although not all parPFIPA.li:.m'G P'O'tOIU.:
ticipants are African
American,
many
recruiters come to
Howard University
in search of m inority
professors for their
respective institutions.
"Professors of
color are in high
demand right now
on HBCU campuses
and
otherwise,"
PAtULT'l
Taylor said.
All disciplines
are accepted but
PIIOrQ COURTESY OF GRA DSCI IPDPROGRA MSSYR.EDU
Reilly approximates
cally white male dominated that most of the PFF populaprofession," Nicole Taylor, a tion is fro1n the Social
2nd year Ph.D student study- Science and Humanities field
(English, history, sociology
ing English said.
Weiss feels more of a etc.). Of these, he expects
need to teach at predomi- almost all of them to reach
into teaching on the college
nantly white institutions.
"There is a need for level. The other major porexpertise in African American tion consists of the Science
literature because on those disciplines, and about half
campuses it goes underrated n1ove on to teach.

will face upon receipt of their
doctorate.
Participants are encouraged to teach at HBCU's.
"There is not enough cultural diversity in the histori-

CHINA from A 7

detained or sentenced for
expressing their views over the
internet. And security continually
worsens. After a fire killed 25 people in a Beijing net cafe in July
2002, the government closed all
sucl1 cafes for safety checks. To
win back their license, owners
had to accept tougher web filtering technologies, something
industry sources believe was long
planned. One such program, the
Filter King, not only records
attempted hits on banned sites,
but is also said to send daily

reports to local police net units.
Furthern1ore, portals are held
responsible for the content they
host.
China is believed to extend
greater censorship over the internet than any other country in the
world. Mechanical Engineering
graduating senior, Jonathan
Grannum, believes that "It is
unfortunate that they (the
Chinese people) are unable to
access the full potential of the
world wide web. There are so
many resources that they can tap
into."
But as much as the elderly

patriarchs see censorship as justified by the need for social stability
to grow the economy and meet
the needs of their huge population, the youth are feeling a growing urge to express themselves
freely. As internet users continue
to grow, from 59 million in
December 2002 to almost 80 million in December 2003, more
people have been signing petitions and joining internet forums.
Some people have started using
other measures such as proxies to
bypass the great red firewall.
The winner of this battle is
still anyone's guess.

Plans to Ease Online Shopping
...

VIRTUALfrom A7

know how the clothes will fit
with just the photograph, so I
end up sending back stuff,
because sometimes the clothes
don't fit right."
Besides the 3D effect, developers want the results to look as
lifelike as possible, which they
hope will be made possible by
rapid advancements in graphics
technology. "Think of the
progress made by video games
in recent years," Saito said. "In
football software, for example,
players and their movement

become more realistic with
every generation of products.
We want to achieve the ultin1ate: a virtual reality for trying
clothes."
The BBC also said that
Toshiba recommends the system for people who like
"bespoke tailoring, or who are
choosing garments for special
occasions." Saito said, "One area
where it is bound to prove useful
is helping brides and grooms in
selecting from many different
dresses and suits," even though
many b1ides prefer to try on several dresses as part of the wed-

The Hilltop holds
budget meetings every
•
Tues<iay at 6:GO p.m. in
th West TQwer
--

ding process.
The BBC report said the
more likely scenario, would be a
man's visit to a tailor. There, he
could choose a suit style from a
database, stand in front of a display, and see his realistic avatar
dressed in his selection. "If he
raises his arm, the image will
raise its arm, and the virtual suit
will also follows this movement,
with the realistic creasing and
shadowing as it does," said
Saito. "As the customer does
this, he can change design features, to make sure that he gets
the suit he really wants."
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Add Incentives to Sell CDs Start Being About Your Business
MUSICfrom AB

Kazaa, Ares and Audio
Galaxy are popular steals
for music lovers who
don't want to spend the
cash, but the stakes are
high.
Piracy now costs
artists and record labels
$700 million per year,
according to the RIAA,
and the industry has
begun suing individual
users who share files.
These efforts from the
recording industry are a
move to bring consumers
back to the stores for the
music they love.
Junior legal communications
major,
Catherine J ones, said
that although she is now
scared to download music
from the Internet, she
still does not buy CDs.
"Usually I will only
like one or two songs by
an average artist, this is
not enough to make me
buy it, no matter how
many tracks are included,
special features are added
or price cuts," she said.
Some
students
believe that although CDs

-

now have more tracks,
many of the songs are just
fillers. Intros, skits and
sometimes shout-outs
take up track space on
popular rap CDs. A popular artist may come out
with a CD once a year,
have songs on a movie
soundtrack album and
then
make
special
appearances on the CDs
of other artist, requiring
you to purchase many
different CDs to get all
the songs you really
want.
"I think artist in general are coming out with
CDs more often, to keep
the buzz and publicity
fresh,"
said
Madra
McAdoo, junior legal
communications major.
"I will hear a cool single
on the radio and wonder,
why didn't they just
include that on their last
CD".
The young voice of
technology has spoken.
Now that the record
f>HOTO COUR f ESY OF AMAZON.COM
industry is responding
with lower prices, they Artists, like l\'Vista R. Kelly, release
hope we will return with CDs more frequently, often at lower
prices. Some have gotten shorter and
our wallets.
cheaper.

Father

START from AB

fail as soon as they start
because it is by no means easy
and it doesn't happen
overnight.
But among successful
entrepreneurs, the other one
out of three, I have noticed
striking similarities.
These people are self-motivated and have taken the initiative to tackle the hardest partgetting started.
They are good with
money-they know how to keep
money coming in more fre-

quently than it is spent. They homework. Read, research and
have devoted countless hours find out all you can before you
(and dollars) to making their set up shop.
Once again, the moral of
ideas work. They are willing to
try over and over and do the the story is: Don't just talk
dirty work if there's no one else about entrepreneurship- be
about it.
to do it.
Also, surround yourself
Do you have your own
with the right people-those
business or know an entreprewith similar interests.
Join an entrepreneurial neur at Howard that should bP
society.
(The
Howard featured in The Hilltop? Send a
University Entrepreneurial brief description of the busiSociety
meets
every ness including contact inforWednesday. Also, see today's mation
to
biz_sheema@yahoo.com.
article.)
Most importantly, do your

Merger Will Not Aff~t Howard
MERGERfrom AB

expertise like investment bank. "
1ng.
Nonetheless, the potential
changes associated with the
merger have caused great
debate
among
Howard
University students.
However, according to
Thomas A. Kelly, a Bank One
spokesman, students can rest
assured-the merger will not
affect recruiting programs.
"We are currently evaluating our business strategy and

staffing, keeping in direct con- York City, Chicagoans feel
tact with those whose jobs may robbed of their largest banking
be affected, and keeping them power.
Douglas W. Diamond, a
updated," Kelly said.
"Bank One and J.P. finance professor at the
Morgan Chase both have a University of Chicago, is constrong
relationship
with cerned with the economic
Howard University and that future of the city.
will continue.
We
are
"What this means is that
impressed by the quality of Chicago won't be home of a big
Howard students and will con- national bank, unless J.P.
Morgan moves its headquarters
tinue to recruit heavily there."
Meanwhile, because the to Chicago - and that's not likenew company will retain the ly to happen," Diamond said in
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. name an aiticle in The Wall Street
and be headquartered in New Journal.

A Special Thanks to all those who attended my Super Bowl Party. And to all the
born again Carolina Panthers Fans who
were screaming in my ear the entire game
I am sorry you will not get to see me at
the Dagpole @ 12 noon Friday in my boxers singing Howard's Alma Mater. People
asked me if I was scared or worried but
the Lord had spoken to me. I will not tell
you what he said but I can show you
what he did
( NE 32•29 CAR ) ..• I will walk with a
smile on my face for the entire week as a
tribute to ''my bet with Destiny...,,
Peace be with you my fair weather fans.
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This~in:MEAC

•

Men's Basketball:
Hampton
Coppin St.

75
72

Delaware St.

74

NCA&T

61

FAMU
UMES

79
74

scsu
Howard

78
67

Norfolk St.
Morgan St.

68
65

UMES
Savannah State

62

61

UMES
Morgan St.

85
72

NCA&T
B-CC

80
50

•
IS

·eri's

41-yarder seals Super Rotvlfor Put,iots

Standings
(MEAC, overall):

scsu

(7-2, 10-8)
Delaware St. (7-2, 8-9)
(6-3, 8-12)
Hampton
Coppin St. (6-3, 8-12)
(6-3, 7-11)
FAMU
Morgan St. (5-4 6-10)
Norfolk St. (5-4, 6-12)
(2-6, 3-14)
8-CC
(2-7, 4-14)
Howard
(2-7, 3-14)
UMES
(1-8, 1-17)
NCA&T

Women's Basketball:
Coppin St.
Hampton

61
60

Delaware St.

NCA&T

60
38

FAMU
UMES

63
60

scsu

68
56

PHOTO COURTESY NYTIMES.COM

Howard
Norfolk St.
Morgan St.

49

UMES
Savannah St.

65
57

B-CC
Winthrop

59

B-CC
NCA&T

74
50

UMES
Morgan St.

94

Adam Vlnatieri kicked a 41-yard field goal with four seconds left on the clock to give the New England Patriots a 32-29 victory over the Carolina Panthers.
The win at Super Bowl XXXVIII was the Partlots' second in three years. A field goal by Vlnatieri led to a Patriot win over the Saint Louis Rams in 2002. New
England quarterback Tom Brady was honored as the Super Bowl's most valuable player.

75

Super Bowl

II Plays of the Game

46

57

Standings
(MEAC, overall):
Delaware St.(8-1, 13-4)
FAMU
(7-2, 11-7)
Coppin St. (6-3, 10-8)
B-CC
(5-3, 8-8)
scsu
(5-4, 8-10)
Hampton
(5-4, 5-12)
Howard
(5-4. 5-13)
NC A&T
(3-6, 6-13)
UMES
(2-7, 5-11)
Norfolk St.
(2-, 3-15)
Morgan St. (1-8, 1-17)

~lal<e Dell1on1rne's 85. '
yarcl fourtll. '-quarter
' 1'. \' •, ., . . ..
oass to ~1lulisin'.·:c· _._-;: ., •.. • ,· · ,
wlohan1n1acl;tl1e :' · : ··
longest play frorn
scrin1n1ac1e in Suner
'
Bo,NI llistory.
··.-:-

• .-

,

. '!

.' ,~;-

DeShaun · Foster runs
33 yards fqr a touchclo\Jvn to bring
Caroli11a ,Nithin five
ooints of the Patriots
'

~

BANNER COURTESY
CHARLOTT EOBSERVER.COM

..
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PORTS
Russell Follows Footsteps of Basketball Great Cazzie Russell
I

By Jordan James
Contributing Writer

PHOTO COURTESY SPORTINGNEWS COM

Cazzie Russell, uncle of Bilal Russell, was named the Big
Ten Conference Player of the Year twice while he played
basketball at the University of Michigan.

With four uncles that once
played ball for the NBA, basketball is in Bilal Russell's
blood.
The junior forward who
averages 6.8 points per game is
a nephew of NBA legend Cazzie
Russell.
"I wasn't born when he was
playing, but I remember seeing
all his trophies." Russell said.
Cazzie Russell was a three
time All American at the
University of Michigan from
1964-66, and was twice named
the Big Ten Conference player
of the year. He led the team to
two final fours in 1964 and
19651 scoring an average of 27.1
points per game.
Russell was the number
one draft pick by the !<nicks in
1966. During his five seasons
with New York, Russell averaged 13-4 points per game and
contributed 11.5 points per
game during the !<nicks 196970 NBA championship season.
In the 1971-72 season,
Russell left New York for
Golden State, where he

remained for three years and
averaged 19.2 points per game,
the highest in his professional
career.
The Los Angeles Lakers
was Cazzie Russell's next home
after he left in the 1974-75 season contributing an average
of14-4 points per game.
After playing for the Lakers
for three seasons, Russell spent
his last season in Chicago playing for the Bulls. Cazzie only
played 36 games for the Bulls
in the 1977-78 season. He averaged 8.8 points in what would
be his last season as a professional ball player.
Despite his family's heavy
involvement in basketball,
Bilal Russell felt no pressure to
follow in his uncles' footsteps.
"My dad had to make me
play other sports, even soccer
one year. Basketball was just
always a part of what we were
doing, even the girls in the family."
Though he was at Howard
last year, Russell did not play
for medical reasons. He also
had to sit out the first part of
this season after breaking his
finger.

PHOTO BY CARROLL SMITH/ALL-PRO PHOTOGRAPHY

Junior forward Bilal Russell pulls up for a jump shot in a
recent game at Burr Gymnasium . Russell is the nephew of
four uncles who played in the NBA.

Bulldogs Stifle Bison this Weekend in Burr Gymnasium
up 18 against the Bison.
The Bison men's basketball team didn't fare much
Strong rebounding by better, falling to the Bulldogs
Shauna
Ruglass
wasn't 78-67.
The Bison played stronger
enough to keep the Lady Bison
basketball
team
afloat in the second half of the game
Saturday as they sank another after freshmen Derek Mitchell
home loss to conference foe and Stanley Green took to the
Both Green and
South
Carolina
State floor.
University with a final score of Mitchell had career highs
from Saturday's loss, Mitchell
68-56.
Though the Lady Bison with 14 points and Green with
were trailing by only five at 11.
"They (South Carolina
halftime (32-27), too many
turnovers ruined any chance State) are the best team we've
they had of pulling ahead. played in the MEAC on
Howard had 28 turnovers in offense," said Bison Head
the contest and shot a dismal Coach Frankie Allen. "They're
a small quick tea1n, and our
34.8 percent.
Freshman Christina Aden size was not as effective as
led all scorers with 13 points their quickness.
and two assists, while Lady
According to Allen, the
Bulldog Nicole Rhen1 racked Bulldog's big lead at the end of
By Soraya N. McDonald
Sports Editor

PHOTO BY LAWRENCE JOHNSON/ALL PRO PHOTOGRAPHY

Christina Aden again led Howard in
scoring, tallying 13 points in Saturday's
loss to South Carolina State.

the first half (the Bulldogs
were up 45-28) gave them an
advantage the Bison simply
couldn't overcome.
"I thought that we played
really well; we beat them in
the second half, but our guys
couldn't come back from
behind to beat them," Allen
said. In the second half, the
Bison managed to narrow the
point deficit to as little as six.
"I was definitely worried
when they were within six,"
said Bulldog Head Coach Ben
Betts.
The upcoming home
Bison basketball game wi11 be
Monday, February 9 against
the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore. The women's
game is set to start at 6 p.m.
and the men will follow at 8.

PHOTO BY CARROLL SMITH/ALL PRO PHOTOORAPY

Stanley Greene had the best outing of his young
career as he scored 11 points during the Bison
loss to the Bulldogs Saturday.

Indoor Track Shines at Penn
State Open Invitational
By Garrett H . Sims
Contributing Writer

After a strong second
place showing at the
Princeton Relays on January
24 for both men and women's
track, it was time to see what
Howard indoor track was
really about.
The top performers were
invited to co1npete with the
best in the nation at the Penn
State Open Invitational in
University
Park,
Pennsylvania this past weekend.
On the women's side,
sophomore LaClaire Carter
tied for seventeenth in the
200 meter dash with a time of
24.99 seconds. She also
impressed coaches and other
athletes in the long jump
event with a final jump of
5.78 meters, placing fourth.
Senior Phakiso Collins
tied for eleventh place in the
preliminaries for the 60
meter dash.

B2
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"When I was a freshman,
Kiki [Phakiso], showed me
how to improve on my start,
my
form,
and
n1y
technique," Carter said.
"She showed me how to
improve on the little things to
become a better athlete.
When I prepare for a meet,
my biggest challenge mentally is just staying motivated,
and staying strong so that I
can be at my best when it is
time to compete."
On the men's side, there
were prime performances
from the 4 x 400 and 4 x 800
relays as well as the 60 meter
hurdles.
The 4 x 400 relay team of
Adetola
Adewodu,
Taj
Alvaranga, Lance Gross, and
David Oliver placed second
with a final time of 3:14:07.
The 4 x 800 relay team of
Raymond
Gayle,
Khary
Kenyatta, Edgar San1s, and
David Wynn also placed second with a time of 7:40:92.
Senior hurdler David

Oliver had the best performance of the day as he finished
fourth in the 60 meter hurdles with a time of 7.73 seconds.
"When you start getting
good runs and you win, you
get your confidence level to
improve, and you feel as if
you can compete with anyone," said junior Donnell
Culkin. "Leadership comes
with playing well, and the
people who competed for us
certainly have that."
"We are in this meet to
compete against the best,"
said Michael Merritt, Head
Coach of the indoor track
team. "Teams like Tennessee,
East
Carolina,
and
Georgetown. In the sport of
track, you must have a lot of
self discipline to succeed.
The next challenge for the
indoor track team is the Black
College Track Classic fro1n
February 7-8.
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photographers,
bring your
digital cameras
to ~he Hi1.J::top
budget meetings,
eve~y ~uesday at
..-;;;.
6:00 p.m. in the
- - - ~West Towers.
f

LARGE HOME FOR RENT
• 4Bedrooms "

• 3112 Bathrooms
• UvJng Room wl Rreplace

:

• Dining Room and Den
• Futfy Equipped Kitchen
• Full Basement w/ Washer and Dryer

p.111.

$2,400 +UTILS

Close To Campus
Spiegel Realty Co.

Towers.

301-946-3000

Organizational Funding and C onference Support from the
Graduate Student A s sembly (GSA)
The Graduate Student Assembly (GSA) is cun·ently accepting applicatio n s f or its annua l S p rin g 2004 allocation of
program funds. The GSA is offering Organ ization Funding to grad uate organizations w ith specific programs d esigned to
enrich the academic experience of graduate students and Conference Support to individuals representin g Howard at
graduate and professional con ferences.

ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING
Graduate and Professional School organizations seeking Organizatio n a l Funding must:
•
Submit electronically detailed itemized BUDGET
Html, Microsoft Word attachment, or Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
E-mai led to Fiscal Coordinator Vimbai Mhungu (vmhungu@yahoo.com ) a nd Vice Coordinator Kenneth Maxey
(kenthetruthseeker@hotmail.com)
•
•
•
•
•

Be recognized by Student Affairs
- Verify in Room 117 Blackburn Center
Have either an active University account or a ban k account in th e Org anization's officia l name
Complete a W-9 Tax form
Demonstrate funds solicitation from sources other th an GSA
Submit Settlement Statements (Organizations that previously received GSA funding)

CONFERENCE SUPPORT
Any graduate or professional student seeking support for conference attendance or p rofession a l fees may obtain advance funding or
reimbursement from the Graduate Student Assembly for amounts not exceed ing $1 00.00 per p e rson. F unds d istribution is based on
availability and is distributed on a first come first serve basis. Conference support is intended for registration fees and participat ion
fees only. Food expenses will not be reim~ursed.

Individuals seeking conference support must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not have applied within the past academic year
Submit application to the Fiscal Coordinator Vimbai Mbungu (vmhungu@yahoo.com ) and Vice Coordinat or Kenn eth
Maxey (kenthetruthseeker@hotmail.com)
Have a current validation sticker on the Capstone I.D.
Provide a front and back copy of the validated Capston e I.D .
Provide receipts for expenses verifying conference attendance
Submit a copy of the registration form and the conference prog ra m

APPLICATIONS
A ll application forms for Organizational Fun ding and Confer en ce Support inc luding W -9 forms are av a ilable at
th e GSA Office room 1 11 of B lackbu rn Center as well as th e Studen t Affairs Office r oom 1 1 7 o f Blackbum
Cen ter.
DEADLINE
T h e deadline for submitting both organization a l funding r e quests and conferen ce support r equest s is FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 13, 2004 at 5:00 p .m.

If you have any questions p lease e-mail V imbai Mhungu at vmhungu@yahoo .com
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By Kristal Knight
Contributing Writer

Pride, heritage, and culture are three key
components of one's life that are not taught in
high school. While an HBCU may be meant
to instill pride, heritage, culture, and knowledge, many leave with a distorted view of cultures outside of theirs.
"I've learned a lot more about my culture than I did at my white high school," said
sophomore informations systems major
DeCardis Holder. Holder is from Memphis,
TN and attended a predominately white high
school.
Understanding where one has come from
can play a vital role in the education that he
or she will receive, and his or her outlook on
life. Many students attend HBCUs to get the
"black experience," and others just want to be
around people who look like them. Holder

decided to come to Howard University
because his parents attended Howard. He
said his view of other cultures has changed a
little, but he realizes in the real world one has
to put aside their feelings.
"It makes me aware of my culture and the
struggles we [blacks] have,"
Holder
explained.
Heritage appreciation differs for students
who come from predominantly black high
schools.
Freshman psychology major William
Gant of Desoto, came to Howard from a predominantly black school and claims that his
view of other cultures has not changed. He
said that his view of white culture, in particular, is the same. However, attending Howard
has expanded his view of the black culture.
"We are a unique culture. Personality,
dress, and speech are major elements that
have allowed me to see that our culture is

beautiful in so many different ways," William
said.
Freshman broadcast journalis,m
major, Lark Pickett explained that many
blacks have only been taught one side of history.
"It's like we've been programmed to view
things in the white prospective, for example
history," Pickett said.
She commented that now that she
attends Howard, she definitely views history
from the black prospective. Pickett , who
attended a mixed high school, said that during high school learning about blacks in
Africa was not taught the same way as it is at
Howard.
Pickett explained that she also views
whites differently because she's learned more
about her own culture.
At non-HBCUs issues about the black
culture tend to be discussed, at best, as an-

•

add on said Dr. Gomes, a member of the sociology department at Howard University.
Gomes said that many students from
white high schools tend to be more hostile
and aggressive because of where they are
from. Many sociologists believe that certain
situations have factors that affect self-identification, behavior, and attitudes.
Gomes agreed.
He said that a student's situation will
most likely determine how he or she views
other cultures including his or her own.
Lee Harris, an Arkansas school
teacher, said, "Most students I teach want to
attend an HBCU because many of their family members went to HBCUs." Harris teaches
at a diverse school and explained that many
African American students are searching for
themselves and want to be around people who
look like them.
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Dream: "I want to become a doctor."

-

O

Hilltop
____holds
budget
meetings
every
~Tuesday
•
6:00 p.m. in
the West
Towers.

•

Real1ty:

The Johns Hopkins PostBaccalaureate Premedical Program
prepares college graduates with
strong academic records to apply to
the best medical schools by giving
them the personal attention, the
necessary science and math
courses, and one-to-one academic
advising.
If you or someone you know wants
to pursue a career as a doctor,
apply by March 1.
For more information, visit
www.jhu.edu/postbac or call 410516-7748 .

JOHNS HOPKINS
USIVl'.RSITY

Post-Baccalaureate
Premedical Program

How Post Bae 04
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"I don't have the
required courses
for medical school."
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Organizational Funding and Con:ference Support :from the
Graduate Student Asse1nbly (GSA)
The Graduate Student Assembly (GSA) is currently accepting applications for its annual Spring 2004 allocation of
program funds. The GSA is offering Organization Funding to graduate organizations with specific programs designed to
enrich the academic experience of graduate students and Conference Support to individuals representing Howard at
graduate and professional conferences.

ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING
Graduate and Professional School organizations seeking Organizational Funding must:
•
Submit electronically detailed itemized BUDGET
•
•
•
•
•

Html, Microsoft Word attachment, or Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
E-mailed to Fiscal Coordinator Vimbai Mhungu (vmhungu@yahoo.com) and Vice Coordinator Kenneth Maxey
(kenthetruthseeker@hotmail.com)

Be recognized by Student Affairs
- Verify in Room 117 Blackburn Center
Have either an active University account or a bank account in the Organization's official name
Complete a W-9 Tax form
Demonstrate funds solicitation from sources other than GSA
Submit Settlement Statements (Organizations that previously received GSA funding)

CONFERENCE SUPPORT
Any graduate or professional student seeking support for conference attendance or professional fees may obtain advance funding or
reimbursement from the Graduate Student Assembly for amounts not exceeding $100.00 per person. Funds distribution is based on
availability and is distributed on a first come first serve basis. Conference support is intended for registration fees and participation
fees only. Food expenses will not be reimbursed.

Individuals seeking conference support must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not have applied within the past academic year
Submit application to the Fiscal Coordinator Vimbai Mhungu (vmhungu@yahoo.com) and Vice Coordinator Kenneth
Maxey (kenthetruthseeker@hotmail.com)
Have a current validation sticker on the Capstone I.D.
Provide a front and back copy of the validated Capstone I.D.
Provide receipts for expenses verifying conference attendance
Submit a copy of the registration form and the conference program

APPLICATIONS
All application forrns for Organizational Funding and Conference Support including W-9 fo11ns are available at
the GSA Office room 111 of Blackburn Center as well as the Student Affairs Office room 117 of Blackburn
Center.
DEADLINE
The deadline for submitting both organizational funding requests and conference support requests is FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 13, 2004 at 5:00 p.m.

If you have any questions please e-mail Vimbai Mhungu at vmhungu@yahoo.com
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NAKISHA WILLIAMS, Editorials & Perspectives Editor

University Made Blundering
Decisions in Snow Storm
V

While we were glad for the stopped running at 8:00pm, their normal early times? The
unexpected cancellation of leaving students to either walk communication during storm
classes last week due to the or wait for the student escort days is horrible.
snow, the University's methods service that did not start until
We also believe that when
of dealing with inclement 12:13am. This is unacceptable.
the adn1inistration decides that
weather left us as miserable as
When it was time to go it is time for classes to resume
the icy conditions.
back to class on Tuesday, situa- they need to 1nake sure that
First, we do not understand tions did not get any better. The conditions
around
the
why the administration waits so_.::.adm==in=i:::.:st=-ra=:ct=-io::.:n;;..;:d.;:;;ec::::i.::.de::.:d::....:..:to'---o=.Jpc:.;e:::.::n=--..;:U:.:n::.:.iv.:...;e:::.::r=si~ are safe for students,
long to inform students of canQ
namely that the roads
celled classes. Although school
and sidewalks are saltwas cancelled last Monday, the The University needs to ed, not slippery. A
information was never posted
number of people
Sunday night. We are sure that
handle snow-days in a slipped and fell folthe administration makes the
lowing the snowfall on
decision to cancel school before
manner that keeps our main sidewalks that
the morning, and we find it
,.,..,
.
. d
really should have
1
very inconsiderate of them to
We "'J are in min •
been dealt with.
not convey this information to__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Overall,
the
the students in a timely man- school an "hour later." administration
needs
to
ner. We also cannot fathom Although they did post this improve the way it handles
why the shuttles run so sporad- information, it did not do much snow days. The University may
ically during a cancelled school good because the information shut down, but that is no excuse
day. Students were literally left was so vague. Was that sup- for the shut down of the rationin the cold as they waited up to posed to mean there were no al thinking of the administraan hour during the day for the 8:00am classes or that person- tive body.
shuttle.
Then the shuttle nel did not have to come in at

v•
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NY Times Su~es~ that Sharpton
and Kucinich be Silenced
The primary debates are
In an editorial the New is undoubtedly a slanted view
one of the principal venues for
York Times called for candi- of democracy.
Not to mention the fact prospective candidates to air
dates Dennis Kucinich and Al
Sharpton to be excluded from that the Times' slam on their views. If the media
future debates in the contest Kucinich and Sharpton came stopped showing the opinions
for the Democratic Party pres- as the Democratic primary of the "underdog" candidates,
begun, _
with
would by default be
_ _ _race
_ _had
_ _rarely
__:.__--=....___:_
_ _they
_
idential nomination.
endorsing a select few canSaid the Times,
didates. This is not the
"Representative
democracy that our counDennis Kucinich has
every right to keep Even if a candidate is not try strives for.
The candidates who
campaigning despite
sweeping
the
polls
with
an
are not necessarily popular
his minuscule vote talin the polls often receive a
lies, but he should not
overwhelming
vote,
they
lackadaisical attitude. But
be allowed to take up
do not realize
time in future candistill deserve to be taken iswhatthatpeople
these candidates
date debates.
that keep the elections balseriously and
Neither should
anced. Someone has to be
the
Reverend
Al
acknowledged.
at the bottom of the polls.
Sharpton, who is runTo imply that because
ning to continue running, not to win." The Time's primary events having only someone is not winning they
prin1ary reason for making taken place in Iowa and New do not deserve to be heard is
ridiculous.
these claims was because Hampshire.
We understand that peoAlthough Sharpton and
these candidates have low
Kucinich may not be the ple want to hear from the canvotes.
Although editorials are favorites in the polls, everyone didates that have the strongest
opinion based, we ask who are deserves equal time. Just chances of winning, but the
the Times to i1nply that those because they're not doing well candidates who are not doing
two candidates should be doesn't mean that their air- so well should not be brushed
to the side.
excluded from debates? This time should be taken away.

Our View:

D.C. Water Proves to Have
Been Contaminated for Years
D.C. Council members just of 15 parts per billion, for over the city has 23,000 lead service
found out that the D.C. Water two years. Why has WASA been lines that run through all four
and Sewer Authority (WASA) sitting on this issue for so long? quadrants.
has kept quiet about the lead If they would have come forCity officials say that they
contamination of thousands of ward with the known informa- were not aware of the problem.
city homes, since 2002. Some tion, then perhaps city council Tony Bullock, spokesman for
4,075 homes in D.C. have test- men1bers could have made Mayor Anthony A Williams, sad
ed above the federal limit for moves to rectify the problem. that the city is taking steps to
lead.
correct the problem. "The
. "'le are ~nfuria~ed by
san1p~ing results are
this 1nformat10n. This con•
alarnung, and we are going
tamination of water causes The general disregard for to get fully engaged in this
serious health concerns.
•
•
matter at the earliest
Studies have shown that the lives of D.
residents opportunity," Bullock
children who ingest lead
•
remarked. It is good that
from water are at greater
is outrageous.
the city is taking steps to
risk because they are more____,,---=------=-____,,--.,.----------,,--try and fix things now, but
likely to absorb the lead and Instead, who knows what irre- where were they two years ago?
their developing neurological pairable damage has been done
Overall, there seems to be a
systems are more vulnerable to to D.C. residents.
huge disregard for the lives of
damage.
It was not acceptable for D.C. residences. We are disWASA should have certain- WASA to withhold information turbed that situations such as
ly been more diligent in inform- of such a serious matter, espe- this one can occur without
ing the public about this situa- cially when the consequences detection. Although the city
tion. Thousands of people have had the potential to be dire for says that they are on top of the
been drinking contaminated unknowing people. Today the problem, we believe that they
water with lead levels spiked discovery of lead in tap water should have been more active
above the Environmental has caused many D.C. residents to ensure that problems like
Protection Agency's lead limit to become concerned because this do not happen.
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a readership of more than 10,000, The Hilltop is 1he largest Black collegiate newspaper in 1he nation.
The opinion.~ ex'J)N!SSed on 1he Editorial Page are 1he views ofThe Hilltop Editorial Board and do not necessarily reO.ect 1he opinions of Howard Unh'C.l'Sity, its admin.istration, individual Board members or the student
bod,y.

1heopinionsexpressedon1hePerspectivesPagearethoseoftheauthorsanddonotnecessarilyrepresent1he
views of the Hllltop Editorial Board,Howard Unive.1"!,ity, its administnrtion or the student bod,y.
The Hilltop encourages its readers to share their opinions with the newi.-paper through letters to The Editor
or Perspectives. All letters should include a complete address and telephone nwnber and shouldbe .sent electron.•
ically on our website at www.thehilltoponline.com.
The Hilltop is located at, 2251 ShennanA,·e. NW, Washington, DC 20001and <'1111 also be reached ,ia email at
www.thehiiltoponline.com, by phone at (202)806-47.tS and by fax nt (202)8o6-4758.
The Hilltop resen"t--s the right to edit letters for space and grammatical erTOrs and nnyinnpproprinte, libelous
or defiunatory content. All letters must be submitted a week prior to publication.
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Howard University Student Association
Intellectual Community Fund will grant funding to recognized student organizations for efforts
promoting the intellectual enhancement of the Howard University community.

lnfor111ation will be avallable In the HUSA office, Room 102 in Blackbum
Application deadline is Tuesday, February 10 at 5:00 p.m.

~MINK.ING ABOUT STUDVIN

ABROA

Co111e Join Our Info1·1national Session And Get The Answers To
Make That Intelligent Decision About Studying And Traveling
Abroad. On Februai:·y 6, 2004, From 2:00pin-5:00pm- Bunche Center
U.S. Passport Office., International Student Exchange Program., STA
Travel., Institute For The International Education Of Students.,
A1ne1·ican Institute For Foreign Study And Youth Hostel
APPLICATIONS ARE NOVV AVAILABLE FOR THE FALL 2004
SEMESTER STUDY ABROAD
•
•
•
•

Sopho ■ nores

And Juniors
Mini1nu1n GPA 3.0
Contact: Betty J. Aikens., Director., Ralph J. Bunche Center
Application Deadline., March 5, 2004
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University Made Blundering
Decisions in Snow Storm

I

ton
and Kucinich be Silenced
In an editorial the New is undoubtedly a slanted view
The primary debates are
York Times called for candi- of democracy.
one of the principal venues for
dates Dennis Kucinich and Al
Not to mention the fact prospective candidates to air
Sharpton to be excluded from that the Times' slam on their views. If the media
future debates in the contest Kucinich and Sharpton came stopped showing the opinions
for the Democratic Party pres- as the Democratic primary of the "underdog" candidates,
idential nomination.
race had rarely begun, with they would by default be
Said the Times, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__,c___:______ endorsing a select few can"Representative
didates. This is not the
Dennis Kucinich has
democracy that our counevery right to keep
try strives for.
campaigning despite
The candidates who
his minuscule vote talare not necessarily popular
lies, but he should not
in the polls often receive a
be allowed to take up
lackadaisical attitude. But
time in future candiwhat people do not realize
date debates.
is that these candidates
Neither should
that keep the elections balthe
Reverend
Al
anced. Someone has to be
Sharpton, who is runat the bottom of the polls.
ning to continue runTo imply that because
ning, not to win." The Time's primary events having only someone is not winning they
primary reason for making taken place in Iowa and New do not deserve to be heard is
these claims was because Hampshire.
ridiculous.
these candidates have low
Although Sharpton and
We understand that peovotes.
Kucinich may not be the ple want to hear from the canAlthough editorials are favorites in the polls, everyone didates that have the strongest
opinion based, we ask who are deserves equal time. Just chances of winning, but the
the Times to imply that those because they're not doing well candidates who are not doing
two candidates should be doesn't mean that their air- so well should not be brushed
excluded from debates? This time should be taken away.
to the side.

While we were glad for the stopped running at 8:00pm, their normal early times? The
unexpected cancellation of leaving students to either walk communication during storm
classes last week due to the or wait for the student escort days is horrible.
snow, the University's methods service that did not start until
We also believe that when
of dealing with inclement 12:13am. This is unacceptable.
the administration decides that
weather left us as miserable as
When it was time to go it is time for classes to resume
the icy conditions.
back to class on Tuesday, situa- they need to make sure that
First, we do not understand tions did not get any better. The conditions
around
the
why the administration waits so._ _,,a,,,d-"m-"i-"n"is'-'tr'-'a'-'t1,,,·Ocen,_,d,,,ec:,c"'id,,,ec:,d'-t"o,_o,,_p,ce,:,n"----'U""n'-'1'-'·v-"e'-'rs'-"ity are safe for students,
long to inform students of cannamely that the roads
celled classes. Although school
Ur IeW:
and sidewalks are saltwas cancelled last Monday, the
ed, not slippery. A
information was never posted
number of people
Sunday night. We are sure that
slipped and fell folthe administration makes the
lowing the snowfall on
decision to cancel school before
main sidewalks that
the morning, and we find it
really should have
very inconsiderate of them to
been dealt with.
not convey this information to._________________
Overall,
the
the students in a timely man- school an "hour later." administration
needs
to
ner. We also cannot fathom Although they did post this improve the way it handles
why the shuttles run so sporad- information, it did not do much snow days. The University may
ically during a cancelled school good because the information shut down, but that is no excuse
day. Students were literally left was so vague. Was that sup- for the shut down of the rationin the cold as they waited up to posed to mean there were no al thinking of the administraan hour during the day for the 8:00am classes or that person- tive body.
shuttle.
Then the shuttle nel did not have to come in at

0
v•
The University needs to
handle snow-days in a
manner that keeps our
welfare in mind.

Our View:
Even if a candidate is not
sweeping the polls with an
overwhelming vote, they
still deserve to be taken
seriously and
acknowledged.
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D.C. Council members just of 15 parts per billion, for over the city has 23,000 lead service
found out that the D.C. Water two years. Why has WASA been lines that run through all four
and Sewer Authority (WASA) sitting on this issue for so long? quadrants.
has kept quiet about the lead If they would have come forCity officials say that they
contamination of thousands of ward with the known informa- were not aware of the problem.
city homes, since 2002. Some tion, then perhaps city council Tony Bullock, spokesman for
4,075 homes in D.C. have test- members could have made Mayor Anthony A Williams, sad
ed above the federal limit for moves to rectify the problem. that the city is taking steps to
lead.
correct the problem. "The
We are infuriated by
sampling results are
this information. This con•
alarming, and we are going
tamination of water causes
to get fully engaged in this
serious health concerns.
•
•
matter at the earliest
Studies have shown that
opportunity,"
Bullock
children who ingest lead
•
remarked. It is good that
from water are at greater
the city is taking steps to
risk because they are more _______~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ try and fix things now, but
likely to absorb the lead and Instead, who knows what irre- where were they two years ago?
their developing neurological pairable damage has been done
Overall, there seems to be a
systems are more vulnerable to to D.C. residents.
huge disregard for the lives of
damage.
It was not acceptable for D.C. residences. We are disWASA should have certain- WASA to withhold information turbed that situations such as
ly been more diligent in inform- of such a serious matter, espe- this one can occur without
ing the public about this situa- cially when the consequences detection. Although the city
tion. Thousands of people have had the potential to be dire for says that they are on top of the
been drinking contaminated unknowing people. Today the problem, we believe that they
water with lead levels spiked discovery of lead in tap water should have been more active
above the Environmental has caused many D.C. residents to ensure that problems like
Protection Agency's lead limit to become concerned because this do not happen.

Our View·
The general disregard for
the lives of D.C. residents
t
is OU rageOUS.
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